NORTH COLLEGE HILL
POLICE DEPARTMENT

MONTHLY POLICE ACTIVITY REPORT FOR
AUGUST 2014

This monthly report is a review and
summary of our activities. The summary of
activities is reflective of not only the calls for
service and other actions we complete, but
is
indicative
of
the
effort
and
professionalism the members of the police
department continue to put forth in our daily
mission to deliver exemplary police service
to our community.

Colonel Gary R. Foust
Chief of Police
AUGUST 2014
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ARRESTS MADE IN AUGUST 2014
There were a total of 70 arrests made within the City of North
College Hill in AUGUST 2014.
35 of the arrests were recite arrests (the person arrested was not
physically taken into custody but issued a citation and told to
appear in court).

35 of the arrests were physical arrests (the person was physically
taken into custody).

Of the total arrests made within the month of AUGUST 2014,
41 were residents of North College Hill and 29 were nonresidents.
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OFFENSE / INCIDENT REPORTS
RECEIVED IN AUGUST 2014
TOTAL OFFENSE / INCIDENT REPORTS FOR
AUGUST 2014

121

TOTAL CALLS FOR SERVICE FOR
AUGUST 2014

1,010
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VEHICLE CRASHES REPORTED
IN AUGUST 2014
There were a total of 45 auto accidents within the
City of North College Hill in AUGUST 2014.

3 of these crashes involved injuries.

33 of the auto accidents were on the public
roadways.

9 of the auto accidents were on private property.
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TRAFFIC CITATIONS ISSUED
IN AUGUST 2014
The North College Hill Mayor’s Court had year-todate receipts totaling $127,100.08 as of AUGUST
2014.

There were a total of
204

traffic

citations

issued within the City
of North College Hill
in AUGUST 2014.

77 of the citations were for moving offenses
(Speeding, Fail to stop at a Stop Sign, etc.)

25 of the citations were for non-moving offenses
(Expired license plates, not wearing a seatbelt, etc.)
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23 of the citations were for parking related offenses
(Parked where prohibited by signs, etc.)

79 of the citations were written warnings (the person
cited was not required to pay a fine or appear in
court).
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VEHICLES TOWED OR IMPOUNDED
IN AUGUST 2014
There were a total of 17 vehicles either towed or
impounded within the City of North College Hill in
AUGUST 2014.
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FALSE ALARMS RECEIVED
IN AUGUST 2014
There were a total of 36 false alarms received that
required a response by the North College Hill Police
Department in AUGUST 2014.

19 of these false alarms were to
businesses.

17 of these false alarms were to residences.

270 Total false alarms have been received in 2014.
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The following narratives are a small
sampling of the various calls for service the
North College Hill Police Department
routinely receives.
CALLS FOR SERVICE
Breaking and Entering (2911.13)
PO B. Jones was dispatched to CheckSmart for a report of an intrusion alarm
on the rear of the business. Upon arrival, a small hole was found in the rear wall
of the business with bits of broken concrete on the ground. It appeared that
someone had used some sort of hammer to smash through approximately 6
cinder blocks, creating a small space leading into the rear of the business. More
cinder block was found over a retaining wall in the tree line behind the business.
This lead officers to believe that the individual responsible was working on
breaking through the wall little by little for the past few days and hiding the debris
after each attempt.
Dispatch was advised to have a key holder respond to unsecured the
business so officers could check the inside. After having no luck with a key
holder, Sgt Pertocelli asked who was listed in Pamet as key holders for that
business. The female
manager stated that she
reviewed
camera
footage
online
and
stated a skinny male
who was believed not to
be wearing gloves entered the building at approximately 0555hrs. After entering
the male looked around and exited the same way he came in.
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Officer Brown remained on scene to process any evidence. The key holder
was advised that a report and investigation would be made.

Theft (2913.02)
Officers responded to Kroger for a report of a theft that had just occurred.
Reported was a theft of a few unknown grocery items in a small cart, by a male
black, wearing basketball shorts, black shirt and sandals. The suspect got into
an older grey Olds with a luggage rack on the trunk. The suspect left the lot
through the south entrance of Perkins restaurant and then south on Hamilton
Ave.
The employee who reported
that this suspect is the same
previous theft of patio furniture
ago. We searched the area for
could not locate anyone or any
the description given.

the theft advised
suspect from the
couple of weeks
the suspect, but
vehicle matching

Attempted Robbery (2923.02)
On 08/04/2014 @ 2144 hours, officers were called to W. Galbraith Rd to see a
victim, regarding an attempt street robbery that had just occurred. Upon arrival,
officers were met by the victim, who advised that 3 male black juveniles had
attempted to steal a bag that he was carrying while walking home. More
specifically, the victim stated that he had just left the McShell, after purchasing
some cigarettes and a couple of other items. While walking home from McShell,
the victim heard the 3 male juveniles walking up behind him. He then advised
that one of the male juveniles attempted to grab the grocery bag out of his hand
but, he was able to hold on to it.
The victim then advised officers that when the juvenile was attempting to take
his bag, he turned around quickly and admitted to striking the juvenile in the leg
with his walking cane. After striking the juvenile with the walking cane, all 3
juveniles fled the scene and were last seen running across the street and into the
parking lot of Frisch's.
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Theft (2913.02)
PO Henn was dispatched for a theft report. Upon arrival, he was met by the
victim who states an unknown person or persons removed two bicycles from her
driveway without her knowledge or consent. The victim states the bicycles were
chained together and covered with a plastic tarp at the bottom of the driveway
near the garage door. The previous day, the victim's sister observed two male
subjects around the property that appeared to be looking at the bicycles. The
sister did not
observe the subjects take the bicycles,
however she
believed their behavior was suspicious.
Police were
not called at that time.
The
victim was unable to provide serial
numbers for
the bicycles; however she stated the
bicycles are
very recognizable. She was advised a
report would
be on file with our department to document
the incident.
She was further advised if bicycles
matching the
description given are recovered by our
department, she would be notified for possible identification.

Breaking and Entering (2911.13)
Officers were dispatched to the area of Centerridge Ave. to investigate noise
coming from the basement of a vacant house with a suspicious SUV parked out
front, with the passenger's side door left open.
Upon arrival Officers found the SUV parked on Centerridge, near the vacant
house. The engine was warm and the passenger's side door was open. There
was also tools (screw drivers and cable wires and cutters) located in the back
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seat of the vehicle. Officers then went to the side door and could hear people
inside. They observed the side door had been forced open.
Sgt. Schrand (standing near the front window) then observed one subject run
through the house from the basement and watched him jump out the side
window. Sgt. Schrand ordered him to stop and gave chase. Sgt. Schrand
attempted to taser the subject as he was running away, however the taser did not
take effect. Sgt. Schrand then heard Officer Brown yelling commands and
someone else screaming back. Sgt. Schrand then returned to the front of the
house to find another suspect laying in the neighbor’s yard with a taser probe in
his buttocks and screaming. Officer Brown was giving him verbal commands to
remain on the ground and still, then to
put his
hands behind his back. Sgt. Schrand
assisted
Officer Brown in taking the suspect into
custody.

Criminal Damaging
(2909.06)
On 08/10/2014 @ 1539 hours, officers were dispatched to Simpson Ave.
regarding trouble between a boyfriend and girlfriend. While enroute, officers
were advised that the male half was in possession of a knife and that he had
possibly slashed the tires on the girlfriend's vehicle.
Upon arrival, officers spoke with the female complainant, who stated that her
boyfriend had taken her vehicle earlier in the day while she was sleeping. When
she awoke from her nap, she looked outside and noticed her vehicle was
missing. A short while later, her boyfriend returned to the residence with her
vehicle. She continued by stating that an argument ensued between both of
them with her yelling at him for taking her vehicle without her permission.
During the argument, he stated that he wanted the tires off her vehicle as well
as the alternator since he had replaced all of those items at one point in time.
When she told him that he could not have those items and that all she wanted
him to do was leave her residence, it was reported that he walked outside,
brandished a knife and then began slashing two (2) of the tires on the
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complainant’s vehicle, causing both tires to lose air and subsequently become
flat.
The complainant stated that she did not want to file charges at this time
against her boyfriend and that as long as he stayed away from her residence;
she merely wanted the incident documented.
The 2 tires slashed during the incident were both the front and rear driver
side.

Assault (2903.13)
Officers were called to Walgreen’s. for a person assaulted. Upon arrival
officers were met by store employees who advised a f/b was in the bathroom
stating she had been maced. Officers responded to the women's restroom and
located victim. She advised that while attempting to drop off her grandson to his
father’s house she encountered suspect. According to the victim, she sent her
grandson to the door. The suspect answered the door and told the boy "your
father is not here and you don't need to come back here again!" The boy then ran
back to his grandmother’s car and was very upset.
The victim stated she went to the house to find out what was going on and
was confronted by suspect. An argument ensued, leading the suspect to go in
the house and retrieve "MACE." The suspect was cussing and decided to spray
the victim in the face with the mace product. The victim then stumbled back,
tipping over a grill as she attempting to exit the area. She then went to her
vehicle and left the scene, making her way over to Walgreens to contact police
and flush her eyes out. The victim stated there is an ongoing issue with suspect
not wanting the son to have contact with his father. The victim was treated for her
injury via squad and Walgreens staff members. She was advised not to return to
the property pending this investigation.
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Forgery (2913.31)
On 8/25/14 at 3:10 pm, PO Smith was dispatched to Fifth Third Bank to
investigate a female currently at the teller, attempting to cash a fraudulent check.
Upon arrival, officers made contact with the Manager, who stated that he verified
from Monarch Construction Company, payer of the check, that it was fraudulent.
At that time, officers made contact with the suspect, who was waiting at the teller.
She was escorted by PO’s Smith and Six to PO Smith’s cruiser, and detained for
questioning. PO Smith asked the suspect who gave her the check, and she
stated that it was her paycheck for a prescription company. He then asked her
the name of the person who gave her the check, and she stated, "Jerry." He then
asked her if "Jerry" had a last name, and she stated that she
didn't know. The suspect also could not provide the number
of hours she worked, or the location of the company. At that
time, she was placed under arrest for forgery, ORC
2913.31a3, advised her Miranda Rights, and transported
back to NCH PD for booking.
While on station, the defendant was asked if she wanted
to answer questions in regards to the incident. The defendant waived her right to
have an attorney present during questioning, and advised officers that she did
not work, nor was she affiliated with Monarch Construction, and her friend gave
her the fraudulent check. The defendant also advised that the arrangement
between her and her friend was to cash the check, payable for $907.02, give her
friend $707.02, and the defendant was to keep $200. The defendant also stated
that her friend does not work for Monarch Construction. The defendant was
transported to the Hamilton County Justice Center.
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Criminal Mischief (2909.07)

On 08/28/2014 at 1811 hours, officers were dispatched to the Clean Getaway
Cleaners for a criminal damaging in progress. When officers arrived on scene,
they were met by the victim, who stated that his ex-girlfriend had thrown a cup
with soda in it, onto the hood of his vehicle while it was parked in the parking lot
of the business listed. Officers noticed that the cup was still on the hood of his
vehicle and that it had not caused any physical damage to the victim’s vehicle.
The victim stated that this incident was not the first time she has thrown
something at or onto his vehicle. She has previously thrown eggs at his vehicle
while it was parked in Springfield Township. The victim requested a report be
kept on file.
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Domestic Violence (2919.25)
On 08/29/14 at 1000 hrs., the victim came in to the station to report an assault
by her boyfriend. As she came in, PO Brown observed that her shirt was torn,
she had blood spots on her shirt, she had visible abrasions on her neck,
forehead, arms and back. PO Brown asked her what had happened. She
advised that they had
an argument over the fact that
she went out without
him the night prior.
This
argument
escalated
into a physical altercation. He
had
punched
her
several times in the back, pulled
her hair and had drug
her up the stairs to second floor
by her hair. He had
slammed her head into the floor
and he grabbed her
around the neck, choking her.
She said that he left the
room and she then left the
house and advised him
that she is done and is going to
the authorities.
PO Brown filled out the appropriate forms and she filled out an affidavit and a
witness statement. PO Brown then advised her of the process of a domestic
violence charge. She said that she was going to stay with a relative for the time
being. A warrant was issued for the suspect.
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North College Hill Police Department
Incidents by Type
From Date:08/01/2014 to:08/31/2014

Printed: 9/11/2014 6:30 pm
Jurisdiction: North College Hill
Department: Police Department
9-1-1 Call :
Alarm :
Animal Complaint :
Assault :
Attempt to Locate :
Auto Accident :
Auto Accident - Hit Skip :
Auto Accident - Injuries :
Auto Accident - Private Property :
Bar Patrol Directed Enforcement :
Be on the Lookout For :
Burglary or B&E :
Business Check :
Check on the Well Being of Occ :
Criminal Damaging / Vandalism / Mischief :
Custody Issue :
Death Report (DOA) :
Directed Patrol :
Disabled Vehicle :
Disorderly Crowd :
Disorderly Person :
Domestic Dispute :
Domestic Violence :
Drug - Abuse / Possession / Selling :
Escort Detail :
Fight in Progress :
Fire Dept. Response :
Fireworks :
Follow-up on Incident :
Found Property :
Gone/Back Msg at Your Station :
Holding a Prisoner :
Information :
Investigate :
Investigate Shots Fired :
Investigation :
Juvenile Complaint :
Landlord Tenant Dispute :
Lockout Assistance :
Mayors Court Arrest :
Meet an Officer :
Missing person - Juvenile :
Mutual Aid - Assist COTP :
Mutual Aid - Assist MTHL :
Mutual Aid - Assist Other Agency :
Mutual Aid - Assist SPTP :
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5
42
26
8
9
26
7
3
9
1
8
16
8
7
14
3
2
7
8
15
9
24
2
3
3
7
11
1
25
5
1
2
43
21
2
1
25
1
19
2
1
6
12
33
5
6
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North College Hill Police Department
Incidents by Type
From Date:08/01/2014 to:08/31/2014

Printed: 9/11/2014 6:30 pm
Jurisdiction: North College Hill
Department: Police Department
Neighbor Trouble :
No Incident Type Assigned :
Noise Complaint :
Non-Breather/Cardiac Arrest :
Officer Needs Assistance :
Panhandler(s) :
Parking Complaint :
Passing Bad Checks :
Person Shot :
Person with a gun :
Person with a knife :
Phone Co Response :
Place Found Open :
Protection order-violation :
Prowlers :
Psychiatric Emergency :
Public Service ( Phone Call) :
Public Works Notification :
Reckless Operator :
Repossessed Vehicle :
Robbery :
See a complainant :
Sexual Assault or Offense :
shots fired/ heard :
Silent 911 Call :
Squad Run / EMS Call :
Station Detail :
Structure Fire :
Subpeona -service/attempt :
Susp vehicle and occupants :
Suspicious Person Investigate :
Suspicious Vehicle :
Telephone Harassment :
Theft :
Theft - Auto :
TIP - Drug Activity :
TIP - Other :
Traffic Hazard :
TRAFFIC STOP :
Transportation :
trespassing :
Trouble :
Trouble Brewing :
Trouble with a Customer :
Unknown Trouble :
Vehicle Tampering :
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7
2
19
1
1
3
26
1
1
5
1
4
1
1
3
7
19
1
4
14
4
40
1
4
1
80
3
1
3
15
25
8
4
35
5
11
1
5
30
7
2
17
7
6
7
1
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North College Hill Police Department
Incidents by Type
From Date:08/01/2014 to:08/31/2014

Printed: 9/11/2014 6:30 pm
Jurisdiction: North College Hill
Department: Police Department
Wanted Person :
Department: Police Department :
Jurisdiction: North College Hill :

72
1,010
1,010

Total Incidents :

1,010
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THANK YOU

THE NORTH COLLEGE HILL
POLICE DEPARTMENT
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